Have you got the

a

for writing?

2020 -Summer Term 2
Year 3 & 4
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Introduction to

a

This term we are going to revise the work you did during the autumn
and spring terms. The grammatical terms we will look at, are
highlighted in the table below:
Year 3

Year 4

preposition

As year 3 plus:

conjunction

plural

word family & prefix

determiner

clause

pronoun

subordinate clause

possessive pronoun

direct speech

adverbial

inverted commas (speech marks) fronted adverbial
consonant & vowel

We will also have a bank of spellings to learn each week – these will
be listed at the back of the booklet – see page 36.
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Prepositions
A preposition is a word that
tells you where or when
something is in relations to
something else

Prepositions link words in a
sentence. We use prepositions to
explain where things are in time or
space. Prepositions tell us where
something is (for example, beside,
under, on, against, beneath or over)
or when something is happening (for
example: until, during, after, before
or at, e.g. 'at twelve o'clock' or 'in
August').
Prepositions usually sit
before nouns (or pronouns) to show
the noun's (or pronoun's) relationship
to another word in the sentence.

The examples:
He started working at 10 am this morning.
The twins have been ill since Monday.
The robbers broke into the house.
He came from Blackpool.
This report is about Smartphones.
Lucy waved to Erin.
Underline the prepositions in the following sentences and circle the
nouns/pronoun:
Dez walked up the stairs.
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1. The children are running across the field.
2. We must finish our homework before bedtime.
3. I haven’t seen Pieter since yesterday.

4. Write 3 sentences with prepositions in a) of time, b) of
place and c) to describe a relationship.
a)
b)
c)
5. Look at the picture below and write some sentences
containing prepositions to describe what you see.
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Word Families
A prefix is a string of letters that are added to
the beginning of a root word, changing its
meaning. Each prefix has a meaning :
un- means not,
sub- means under
mis- means wrong or badly
auto – means self.
A suffix is a string of letters that go at the end
of a root word, changing or adding to its
meaning. Suffixes can show if a word is a
noun, an adjective, an adverb or a verb.
The suffixes -er and -est are used to compare
Many of the words we use in our daily
language come from a root word. Once you
pull off any prefixes or suffixes, the root is
usually what remains.
You might not recognize the root word
because many of our words have come from
Greek or Latin languages

Word families are
groups of words that
have a common pattern
or meaning. They
usually share a root
word, to which different
prefixes and suffixes are
added.

Language Lab – Create some word families of your own.
Mixture 1 – suffixes and prefixes
Prefix

Root Word

Suffix

These modify the

These can change

meaning of the root

the tense of the

word.

word but can also
modify the meaning

dis –
inunre-

arm

allow

balance

bright cover call
complete come detail
develop dress educate
excite enjoy fresh form
fear gather grab

-ed
-ing
-ly
-est
-er

helpful hinder joy

-less

kind move moist turn

-ment
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You may even be able to add a prefix and a suffix
Prefix + root + suffix = re + cover + ing =recovering
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Mixture 2 – root words within words
Root

meaning

act

action or to do

aqua

water

auto

refers to self

corp

refers to a body

cred

refers to belief

bi

refers to two

decim

tenth

gladi

sword

herb

grass

port

to carry

tele

far

Words created
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Conjunctions are words
to connect words,
phrases or clauses.
There are coordinating
and subordinating
conjunctions.

Coordinating conjunctions join like with
like (i.e., they join a noun with another
noun, an adjective with another adjective,
etc.). There are 7 coordinating
conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or, yet so
à FANBOYS
A subordinating conjunction introduces
a subordinate clause (a clause that does
not make sense on its own), for example
We could not go to the shop because it
was closed. Some other examples of
subordinating conjunctions: after, if, when,
since, until, though, when, where, why.

The examples:
Coordinating conjunctions
Felix brought apples and oranges at the market.
You need to get dressed quickly or you will miss the bus.
Subordinating Conjunctions
Although Martha liked cherries, she preferred strawberries.
You must eat all of your dinner if you want to have pudding.
Now complete the work below:
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For each sentence add in the best conjunction:
1. Bruno wanted a new computer game ______________ his Mum said no.
2. We can have apples ______ bananas at snack time.
3. Mr Jones liked to play the guitar _______ he wished he was better at it!
4. Damian was feeling really hot __________ he jumped in the swimming pool.
5. I don’t want to do my homework ______________ I don’t want to disobey
my teacher!
Combine each pair of sentences with a conjunction to make a new sentence.
1. Reece played hide-and-seek. Tyler played hide-and-seek.

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

2. Robin Hood went in the river. Robin Hood did not catch a fish.

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Now write a sentence of your own using a conjunction.

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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Subordinating Conjunctions

Circle the subordinating conjunction:
1. I can’t eat my sweets until after dinner.
2. I can’t go out tonight because I have to stay in and do my homework.
3. It had been a long time since I had last played football.
4. I was going to eat the sweets but I saved them for my sister.
5. She was nice to me although she wouldn’t let me play with the lego.
Use subordinating conjunctions to join the sentences.
6. I can’t go swimming. I have forgotten my swimming trunks.

7. I’d like to go to the park. My mum won’t let me.

8. The old woman wanted to feed her dog. There was nothing in the cupboard.

9. I bought some sweets. I ate them on the way home.

10. The teacher was cross. She was late.

11. I went to the pictures. I really wanted to stay at home.
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Clauses
A clause contains a subject and
a verb.
A main clause can stand as a
sentence on its own.
A subordinate clause adds
detail or extra information
about the main clause

Clause: has a verb (wake) and subject
(she). A phrase does not have a verb
or subject (in the morning):
Anna sings when she wakes up in the
morning.
Main clause (He rode his bicycle)
He rode his bicycle that morning.
When a subordinate clause is added
to a main clause by a subordinating
conjunction, it makes a complex
sentence e.g.
The children are staying late at school
because tonight is the school play.

A clause is a clause and not a sentence when …
It joins with another clause or phrase to make one sentence.
Here are 2 sentences: He did not hunt. It was raining.
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You can go out to play as soon as you’ve done your homework.

Task 1
Identify the subordinate clause in each of the sentences below. Underline the subordinate
clause.
Example: I’ll do my homework after I’ve finished my dinner.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I missed my breakfast this morning because I got up late.
Let’s go to the cinema once we’ve finished our lunch.
I’ll tidy up when this has finished.
We have to take in our PE kit otherwise we won’t be allowed to do PE.
We have to stay inside if it’s raining hard.

Task 2
Add a subordinate clause to the following sentences: (You could use the conjunctions in the
box to help you add a subordinate clause).

1. I will go to bed
_______________________________________________________________
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2. I like maths
_________________________________________________________________
3. Julie is coming to my house
____________________________________________________
4. We have to wait patiently
_____________________________________________________
Now, write your own complex sentence with a subordinate clause.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Task 3
We can move the subordinate clause to the front of a sentence. You must make sure you put a
comma after the subordinate clause when it goes at the front.
As soon as you’ve done your homework, you can go out to play.

Add a subordinate clause to the front of these sentences. (You could use the conjunctions
below to help you begin the subordinate clause).

1. ______________________________________________________________, I’ll
help tidy up.
2. ______________________________________________________________, you
won’t be able to go the cinema with your friends.
3. _______________________________________________________________, you
can go out to play.
4. _______________________________________________________________, you
can’t go outside to play.
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5. _______________________________________________________________, we
have maths and English.
6. ___________________________________________________________________, I
still find the times tables test difficult.

Now, write your own complex sentence with a subordinate clause at the beginning.
_______________________________________________________________________

Task 4
Highlight or underline the subordinate clause in each sentence.
As fast as she could, Sally typed on her computer.
Bobbing up and down, the boat was sailing in the sea.
The teacher, who was strict, shouted at the class.
With a whisper, Dr Doom announced his evil plan.
The villains, Dr Doom and Professor Chaos, plotted their next move.
At 9 O’clock in the evening, the party was in full swing.

Harry ran down the lane whilst laughing uncontrollably.
Add a main clause to these subordinate clauses

Whilst the sun was shining,_________________________________________
When he shouted, ________________________________________________
__________________________, who had red lipstick, ___________________
________________________________________________________________
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Direct Speech
We write what people
actually say in speech
marks.
Speech marks are called
inverted commas.

Direct speech is a sentence in which the
exact words spoken are reproduced
in speech marks (also known as quotation
marks or inverted commas). For example:
"You'll never guess what I've just seen!" said
Diago, excitedly.
"What's that?" asked Maria.
“Mr Tan had a broom and a pointed hat in
his car.” “He must be a wizard!” replied
Diago,
“Don’t be daft, that’s for the school play”
giggled Maria

Rules for using direct speech:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each new character's speech starts on a new line.
Speech is opened with speech marks.
Each line of speech starts with a capital.
The line of speech ends with a comma, exclamation mark or question mark.
A reporting clause is used at the end (said Diago, shouted Mary, replied Mrs Smith).
A full stop goes after the reporting clause.
If the direct speech in the sentence is broken up by information about who is
speaking, add in a comma or question mark or exclamation mark to end the first
piece of speech and a full stop or another comma before the second piece (before
the speech marks), for example: "It's beautiful," she sighed, "but I can't afford it
the the moment." / "I agree!" said Alysha. "Let's go!"

Have a look at the speech marks song on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/uoE9ET6CtaI
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Activity 1: These mice were photographed in the London Underground:

First give a name to each mouse.
Secondly decide what it is they are arguing about.
Finally write the conversation between the mice in the box below:
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Activity 2: Fill in the missing inverted commas (speech marks) from the extract
from the Jungle Book:
Good hunting! cried Baloo, sitting up on his haunches. Like all snakes of his breed
Kaa was rather deaf, and did not hear the call at first. Then he curled up ready
for any accident, his head lowered.
Good hunting for us all he answered. Oho, Baloo, what are you doing here? Good
hunting, Bagheera. One of us at least needs food. Is there any news of game
afoot? A doe now, or even a young buck? I am as empty as a dried well
We are hunting said Baloo carelessly. He knew that you must not hurry Kaa. He
is too big.
Give me permission to come with you, said Kaa.

Activity 3 What are the animals saying in the pictures below
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The vowels are:
a,e, i, o, u.
All words contain at
least one vowel.
All other letters of the
alphabet are called
consonants

The letter Y is sometimes considered a
sixth vowel because it can sound like
other vowels and often takes the place of
‘i’ e.g, fly, by, try
Unlike consonants, each of
the vowel letters has more than one type
of sound or can even be silent with no
sound at all.

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
Game 1: Scrabble
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In this game of scrabble, you need to get as many words as possible from
the 7 tiles you have been given to get the most points.
Turn 1. Your tiles are below:

You get double points for every R you use
Word

Score

Total score:
Turn 2. Your tiles are below:

You get triple ‘G’ if you land on it!
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Word

Score

Total score:

Turn 3. Your tiles are below:

Word

Score

Total score:
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Game 2: Countdown
For this game you will need the following:
1. Cut out alphabet cards (these are in the appendix of this booklet)
2. A timer (could be your watch, on a mobile phone, sand timer or cooking
timer)
How to play
1. Put the vowel cards in one pile and the consonant cards in another pile.
2. Shuffle the cards in each pile and place FACE DOWN.
3. Choose 2 vowel cards and 6 consonant cards. Keep face down.
4. Start the timer when you turn the cards face up.
5. You have 2 minutes to make as many words as you can.
6. If you are playing the game with someone else, select the cards in turn –
you take one consonant card, then they take one till you have 6 each.
Then you take one vowel card and they take a vowel card until you
have 2 each.
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7. Scoring: 2 or 3 letter words = 1 point, 3 or 4 letter words = 2 points,
5 letter words = 3 points and 6 or more letters = 5 points
Have at least 3 goes and record your scores.
Game 1

My letters

My words

Total score

Game 2

My letters

My words

Total score

Game 3

My letters

My words

Total score
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Game 3: Target Board
In this game you need to use the letter in the centre of the target board in
every word you make. Each letter can only be used once.

2-3 letters
1 point

3-4 letters
2 points

5 letters
3 points

6+ letters
5 points
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Plurals: most nouns are made plural by
adding –s or –es.
Plural means more than
one.
Determiners are placed
in front of a noun to
make it clear what the
noun refers to
A pronoun is a word
that is used instead of
noun or noun phrase.
A pronoun is a word

A determiner is a word that introduces a
noun, such as
a/an, the, every, this, those,
The determiner is sometimes known as
the article such as the and a/an
The most common pronouns are
the personal pronouns: I, he, she , you,
and possessive pronouns: my, his, hers,
yours.

The Rules for Plurals:

To make most nouns plural add s:
cup

cups

To make nouns that end in s, x, ch, sh plurals add es:
church

churches

To make nouns that end in y plural:
Add s if the letter before the y is a, e, o or u:
boy
boys
Remove the y and add ies if the letter before the y is a consonant:

lady

ladies

To make nouns that end in f or fe plural, change f/fe to ves:
leaf leaves
EXCEPTIONS: All words that end in ff take s: cliff
cliffs. SO DO: dwarf, roof, reef, fife,
belief, grief and waif.
There are no rules for making words that end in o into plurals. Check in a dictionary if
unsure. Most take s or es:
piano
potato

pianos
potatoes
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1. Change these singular nouns in to plurals:
Singular
address
answer
bicycle
calendar
century
circle
library
heart

Plural

Singular
woman
notice
experience
position
posession
potato
group
breath

Plural

Singular
minute
question
sentence
material
medicine
island
guard
centre

Plural

2. Write down the plural forms of the nouns in brackets.
Sajid was going camping with his(parent). He had been asked to pack the camping gear with
three of everything. He packed three: (bed), (sleeping-bag), (pillow), sets of (walking-boot),
(towel), a hammer, the tent and the tent (peg).
Determiners: There are different types of determiner.

•

Definite article: the.
Indefinite articles: a, an.
Demonstratives: this, that, these, those
Interrogative: which, what, whose
Pronouns and possessive determiners: my, your, his, her, its, our, their.

•

Quantifiers: a few, a little, much, many, a lot of, most, some, any, enough, one, ten, thirty.

•
•
•
•

Circle all the determiners in the sentences:
The room had a window at
either end.
The teacher didn’t want to
hear their excuses.
This fruit is rotten!

There were five hundred
angry protesters in the
street.
I saw the film yesterday.
Whose book is that on the
floor?

Neither of the performers
were ready for the show
Ajay bought a cake at the
bakery for his brother.
This weekend your brother
is going to the Spooky Castle
for a walk
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Pronouns – these replace nouns in a sentence
Personal and Possessive Pronouns
Nouns are essential because we use them to name things. However, if we use the same
nouns too much then writing becomes clunky and then the writing lacks cohesion. To stop
this from happening we use pronouns.
Personal Pronouns Personal pronouns replace the names of people or things:
Singular:
Plural:

I

me

you

she/he

him

her

we

us

you

they

them

them

it
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Re-write the paragraph below replacing most of the names with personal pronouns.
Peter went to the dinner hall. Peter ordered lasagna, chips and beans. Peter added a bottle
of water to his tray and a flapjack. Peter went to pay. After paying, Peter went to a table to
sit down. But Peter didn’t make it: Peter tripped over his own feet and Peter emptied the
whole tray of food in to a man’s lap. It was the headteacher.
Possessive Pronouns Possessive pronouns replace the people or things that have or own
something:
Singular:
Plural:

my
our

mine

your

yours

her

hers

him

his

ours

your

yours

their

theirs

their

theirs

it

Re-write the paragraph below replacing most of the names with possessive pronouns.
Peter couldn’t believe Peter’s bad luck. He stood rooted to the spot not being able to do or
say anything. Peter’s cheeks were red with embarrassment. The headteacher also didn’t
know what to say or do. Several seconds passed, although it seemed longer. The
headteacher stood up. Peter still couldn’t do or say anything. He gripped on to Peter’s tray
as if Peter’s life depended on it. Luckily one of the dinner staff has seen what had happened
and came over with a cloth. It allowed Peter to back out of the dinner hall and in to the
corridor. He hoped he wouldn’t see the headteacher again for a long time. Long enough for
Peter to get over Peter’s embarrassment.
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Adverbs tell you how, when, where or why
something is being done.
Adverbs give us more
information about a
verb in a sentence.
Adverbials give further
detail about the actions.
Fronted adverbials are
words or phrases at the
start of sentence that
describe the action
(verb).

An adverbial, is an adverb, adverbial phrase
or an adverbial clause which gives further
detail about the action.
A fronted adverbial is before the verb and
describes the action that follows. There is a
comma following a fronted adverbial e.g.
Quickly, Captain Jack hid his treasure map.

Adverbs
When an adverb modifies a verb, it usually tells us how, when, where, how often, and how
much the action is performed. Here are some examples of adverbs modifying verbs:
• How: He ran quickly.
• When: He ran yesterday.
• Where: He ran here.
• How often: He ran daily.
• How much: He ran fastest.
In the examples above, every adverb is a single word, but an adverb can be made up of
more than one word. For example:
• How: He ran at 10 miles per hour.
• When: He ran when the police arrived.
• Where: He ran to the shops.
• How often: He ran every day.
• How much: He ran quicker than me.
See a list of adverbs below:
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Adverbs

Verb

Pronoun

Adjective

jump

I

green

walk

he

pretty

drive

they

tall

play

their

brave

eat

your

scary

work

us

polite

move

my

mysterious
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Task: Write 10 sentences using a verb, pronoun, adjective and an adverb from the word lists
above.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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What is an adverbial?
An adverbial is a word or phrase that has been used like an adverb to add detail or further
information to a verb. (An easy way to remember what an adverb is: it adds to the verb.)
Adverbials are used to explain how, where or when something happened; they are like
adverbs made up of more than one word.
For example:
We met by the bus station.
The horse galloped as fast as it could.
The owl perched and scanned the field under the moonlight.
In the sentences above, the verbs are in red and the adverbials are in blue.
What is a fronted adverbial?
This is when a word or a phrase is put at the start of a sentence (followed by a comma), to
explain how (manner), when (time) or where (place/location) something is being done.
Some words do end with an ‘ly’.
Example: A man hammered the rock, carefully. à Carefully, the man hammered the rock.
By the bus station, we met.
As fast as it could, the horse galloped.
Under the moonlight, the owl perched and scanned the field.
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Complete these sentences with a suitable adverb
1. The snail crawled ___________ along the path.
2. The sun shone _______________ through the
window.
3. The children in the choir sang ____________.
4. The twins played _____________ in the park.
5. The giant _____________ ate up all the cows in the
field.
6. James ran ______________ and won the race.
7. The rain fell _______________ and we all got very
wet.
8. You must play _______________ or someone will get
hurt.
9. The witch _________________ turned Adam into a
toad.
10.

The dog ran _______________ after the ball.

excitedly slowly
heavily sweetly

cruelly
quickly

carefully brightly
happily greedily
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Now choose 2 fronted adverbials from the Minions’ lists to write fronted adverbial
sentences of your own.
When?
1.
2.
How often?
3.
4.
Where?
5.
6.
How does it happen?
7.
8.
How much?
9.
10.
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Spellings
accidental
general
recently
politely
bicycle
tricycle
circled
circling
exercised
scribble
dribble
thirteen
eighteen

Week 1
factual
punctual
popular
particular
breathing
certainly
difficulty
probably
image
imagined
imagining
tomatoes
potatoes

Week 2

Week 3
addressed
addition
incomplete
increased
interested
various
famous
nervous
opposite
opportunity
basically
nation
nationally

Week 4
appear
disappear
stress
distress
teaching
considering
guide
guidance
graph
geography
history
biology

Week 5
business
busiest
naughty
naughtiest
strength
strengthen
regular
regularly
particular
particularly
centre
centimetre

believable
decided
height
weight
straight
arrival
favourite
surprised
thought
bought
taught
through

Week 6

To learn and practice the spellings
1. Look, say, cover, write, check each word for the weekly set of 10 spellings
2. Put each word into a sentence and say it aloud to check you understand what that
word means
3. Choose 5 words from your spelling lists and write them in a sentence.
4. Ask a member of your family to test you on the spellings you have learnt.
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Week 1

Look, cover say, write check

My sentences
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Week 1 Spelling Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Week 2

Look, cover say, write check

My sentences
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Week 2 Spelling Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Week 3

Look, cover say, write check

My sentences
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Week 3 Spelling Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Week 4

Look, cover say, write check

My sentences
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Week 4 Spelling Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Week 5

Look, cover say, write check

My sentences
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Week 5 Spelling Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Week 6

Look, cover say, write check

My sentences
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Week 6 Spelling Check
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Appendix
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